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Abstract—Current trends in manufacturing are characterized by production broadening, innovation cycle shortening, and the products having a new shape, material and functions. The production strategy focused on time needed change from the traditional functional production structure to flexible manufacturing cells and lines. Production by automated manufacturing system (AMS) is one of the most important manufacturing philosophies in the last years. The main goals of the project we are involved in lies on building a laboratory in which will be located a flexible manufacturing system consisting of at least two production machines with NC control (milling machines, lathe). These machines will be linked to a transport system and they will be served by industrial robots. Within this flexiblemanufacturing system a station for the quality control including the camera system and rack warehouse will be also located. The design, analysis and improvement of this manufacturing system, specially with a special focus on the communication among devices constitute the main aims of this paper. The key determining factors for the manufacturing system design are: the product, the production volume, the used machines, the disposable manpower, the disposable infrastructure and the legislative frame for the specific cases.
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I. INTRODUCTION

At the end of 2008 our institute – Institute of Production Systems and Applied Mechanics responded to the call No. OPVaV-2008/2.01-SORO of the ASFEU Agency of the Ministry of Education and prepared a project named Laboratory of flexible manufacturing systems with robotized operation for environment of drawing-free production. The main target of the project is to build up a laboratory with a flexible manufacturing system consisting of minimum two NC controlled machines (milling, lathe). These machines will be interconnected by a transport system and operated by industrial robots. This flexible manufacturing system will also include a quality control station including the camera system and shelf storage.

In the final phase of the project in 2013 this flexible manufacturing system will be linked to the CAD laboratory in our Institute creating thus the “Laboratory of flexible manufacturing systems with the robotized operation for environment of drawing-free production.” After the project completion, our Institute will have available a fully functional flexible manufacturing system prototype with robotized operation of individual production machines, integrated with CAX laboratories. However, the final goal is to build up an intelligent manufacturing system. This prototype will enable further exploration of relations and properties of the manufacturing process itself but also in its relation to process of production preparation and planning.

We expect several other consecutive projects (incl. international ones) which should further extend possibilities of the laboratory [1].

II. MANUFACTURING SYSTEM DESIGN

The design of manufacturing system is a part of production planning. The main determining factors for the manufacturing system design are: the product, the production volume, the used machines, the disposable manpower, the disposable infrastructure and the legislative frame for the specific cases.

The manufacturing systems design is a fine prepared project which includes the several kinds of calculations (capacity, space, manpower, etc.), material and information flow and others. In manufacturing system design time the realization of following tasks is very important:

- data collection and analyze methods for manufacturing system analyze,
- methodology for measuring and analyzing of tasks,
- methodology of manufacturing system controlling,
- computer simulation of designed manufacturing system,
- methodology for a continuously improving of a design team work.

In base of manufacturing systems organization we can design these systems by following profiles:

- technological – machines are fully interchangeable,
- subjective – its characteristic is sequence of the material flow,
- combined – enables variability of material flow,
- virtual – the same machine is associated into several cells on base of actual needs [2].
The control system of a manufacturing system is usually connected to the input side of a manufacturing management system of a company. This system provides the planning and managing of manufacturing requests and provides the information and material flow integration in the higher level in the connection to control systems of a several manufacturing processes. This means that this management system provide the managing the whole material and information flow on all manufacturing phase.

III. MATERIAL FLOW PLANNING

In the process of material flow planning, it is necessary to consider the fact that the aim is not the transport and storage of material since these activities are expensive and do not improve the material value.

Current systems for handling, transport and storage provide a great number of possibilities for the application of expensive and complex systems. The optimal design should contain minimum storages, transport and handling. Hence, the suitable way before the elaboration of detailed system solution is to reduce mentioned activities to a minimum [3].

All features of manufacturing system must be planned considering mutual interactions and verified by a simulation model before the system realization. From the point of view of manufacturing and material flow, it is talking about mutual connections and formation of material chain. The main aim is the mutual coordination of all material flows and assurance of the efficiency of material flow between individual segments of a chain.

Material flow analysis is one of the main parts of production process analysis [9]. The type, quantity, volume, mass and dimensions of manipulated material have strong influence to possibilities of manipulation, storage, packaging and transport. In time of material flow analysis we observe the important material movements between material incoming and outgoing stations. The methods used for analysis are similar for production processes and for material flow processes too (Sankey diagrams, CRAFT, coordinate methods, networking methods, linear programming, value analysis …) [3].

The general sequence of material flow planning is the following:
- material flow analyze, volume of transport operations determination,
- layout,
- analyze of existing devices,
- design of transport systems variants,
- computer simulations and dynamical dimensioning of material transport and handling devices.

In this time we solve the equations of material flow (Fig. 1).

At material flow analysis we usually analyze the transport stream too, this is an analysis of the transport devices organized movements. Observed information is characterizing the communications loadings. We can see the crossings of material flows, communications, loading and unloading stations and transport device capacity using and other. In base of this analysis we will have view of the transport device quality and quantity too. The other useful information from this analysis is the needed structure of operators (number, qualification, geographical position).

The networking analysis methods are very usable for flexible production analysis. They allow the timing and coordinating a lot of operations participle in production process. The base idea of these methods is that a whole production process is transformed to oriented graph. By processing of oriented graph (time, cost, capacity analysis), we can got the optimal production process (minimal cost, minimal time) and we can see the crucial activities of production.

One of most usual methods for material flow representation is the triangle net method. The triangle net of relations (Fig. 2) described the factors and relations among workplaces the material flow passes through [4].

These factors and relations must be classified and evaluated.

This classification and evaluation is the analytical activity what need the exact knowledge of give situation from the several specialized aspects.

Assigning the classification character usually correspond to specific solve in project layout. For better visualization are suggested using the several colors for classification.

Objectives for the development and control of an optimal material flow chain are:
- cost saving,
- powerful capacity along with the minimal resources,
- short passing through times and minimization of storing times,
- quick and simple holder motions,
- high flexibility of forwarding and articles quality,
- high level of work and failure minimization,
- high transport and storage quality,
- humanization of workplaces.

IV. FLEXIBILITY OF MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS

There are various approaches to the term flexibility of manufacturing systems- FMS. The most frequent meaning of this term are described as follows:

- possibility of production program change without any significant alteration of machinery (new NC program, eventual tool change),
- speed of production program change from previous product line to new products,
- Possibility to change production program at level of individual products [5], [8].

Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS) are defined as a number of CNC-machines together with robots for automated feeding, local material buffers and a material input/output point. FMS are able to produce a range of similar products in mixed sequence down to lot-size 1. For this, the robots, CNC machines and storage are managed by a FMS controller.

All FMS in iCIM can be equipped with local raw material feeders as well as local pallet buffers. The dual machine FMS have a linear slide to feed both machines with one robot. Material flow to and from the FMS takes place either by means of conveyor system [7]. For FMS the communication method is very good used standard communication method (Fig. 4). But, an additional communication channel is established from CELL/LINE Controller to the CNC Controllers. This is to select the CNC-Program – Number in real-time according to the production planning.

The reasons why iCIM solutions are much more modular, flexible and open compared to other CIM/FMS training systems are:

A. Distributed Intelligence

The design of iCIM is based on the technology of distributed control. All the iCIM Stations have their own industrial controllers and can be operated stand alone as well as in the iCIM network.

B. Standard Interfaces and Communication

In iCIM exclusively Standard Communication Protocols are used. Due to this fact most industrial level components and subsystems like CNC, Robots, Vision Systems, PLCs are compatible to iCIM.

C. World Class CELL/LINE Control Concept

iCIM utilizes one of the most powerful Factory Integration Software available in the market, Cosimir Control.

Including all SCADA features, it is much more than a SCADA system. The high level Process Plan Language makes it easy to define the various processes in the environment of a real multitasking operating system. The powerful set of communication drivers makes it an easy task to integrate mostly all brands of automation equipment [7].
In iCIM is possible too (networked) operation, all the available single robot programs to perform a complete assembly job are triggered by the CELL/LINE Controller via the iCIM task tool and handshake procedure on TCP/IP. Both, program name and parameters are send to the robot controller. Creation of new robot tasks is easy – write a new program in the multitasking environment of the robot (e.g. TEST77), define the parameters, teach the positions – that’s all. Now, by means of the CELL/LINE Controller, you can start the task TEST77 in single task operation or you can integrate this new task in a process Fig. 5.

These are complex devices that must communicate with each other and need to cooperate along at every moment of the manufacturing and assembly processes.

V. CONCLUSION

Our main aim of project is building of laboratory, in which will be located flexible manufacturing system consisting of at two production machines with NC control (milling machines - Concept milling 105, lathe machines Concept turning 105). These machines will be linked with transport system - (Conveyor system FMF - Pallet Transfer System) and they will be served by industrial robots (FRF - The Flexible Robot Feeder). Within this flexible manufacturing system will be also station for quality control (Quality and Handling station QH 200) with camera systems and rack warehouse (AS/RS Automatic Storage / Retrieval System) [6].

In the final phase of this project in year 2013, the flexible production system will be linked with the CAD laboratory of our institute and it will arise as “laboratory flexible manufacturing systems with robotic handling for environment of without drawing production.

After termination of the project our Institute will have a fully functional prototype of a flexible manufacturing system with robotic operation of individual production facilities, which will be integrated with CAx laboratories and will be interconnected with each other.
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